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Abstract Since the discovery of muscle in the 19th century, myosins as molecular motors have

been extensively studied. However, in the last decade, a new functional super-relaxed (SRX) state

of myosin has been discovered, which has a 10-fold slower ATP turnover rate than the already-

known non-actin-bound, disordered relaxed (DRX) state. These two states are in dynamic

equilibrium under resting muscle conditions and are thought to be significant contributors to

adaptive thermogenesis in skeletal muscle and can act as a reserve pool that may be recruited

when there is a sustained demand for increased cardiac muscle power. This report provides an

evolutionary perspective of how striated muscle contraction is regulated by modulating this myosin

DRX$SRX state equilibrium. We further discuss this equilibrium with respect to different

physiological and pathophysiological perturbations, including insults causing hypertrophic

cardiomyopathy, and small-molecule effectors that modulate muscle contractility in diseased

pathology.

Introduction
Enzymes, an epitome of exquisite evolutionary design, can modulate their activity by intricate con-

formational changes induced by upstream events that reflect the dynamic requirements of a cell.

There are tens of thousands of such intricate, well-designed machines that are dynamically switching

between the active and the inactive state to regulate their function. Many pharmaceutics,

for example, those that target the G-protein-coupled receptors, takes advantage of such regulation.

Amongst this vast universe of enzymes, the myosin family of mechanoenzymes, which are classified

as molecular motors, performs mechanical work by an ATP-mediated cyclic interaction with actin

and are responsible for muscle movement, cell division, intracellular cargo transport, passive force

generation, and many more cellular functions (Hartman and Spudich, 2012). In the cardiac and skel-

etal muscles, myosins form a part of the thick filament, which slides across actin-containing thin fila-

ments, thereby producing the necessary force required for muscle contractility. This contracting and

relaxing apparatus, called the sarcomere, is primarily believed to be regulated by calcium, where the

troponin complex on the thin filament serves as the calcium sensor (reviewed by Kobayashi and

Solaro, 2005). The binding of calcium to this sensor triggers a series of conformational changes in

the troponin–tropomyosin system of the thin filaments and opens up myosin-binding sites on actin.

This results in actin–myosin interaction that leads to muscle contraction. Conversely, upon calcium

efflux from the muscle cells, the troponin–tropomyosin system of the thin filaments blocks the actin–

myosin interaction, thereby causing muscle relaxation. This regulation is even strongly realized in the

cardiac muscle on a beat-to-beat basis. In addition to this well-designed evolutionary mechanism,

recently, the thick-filament-mediated regulation of the sarcomere has also been discovered and is

the focus of much attention. Like other enzymes in biology, the thick filament of the sarcomere is

now thought to have at least an active and a dormant conformation of myosin. A dynamic equilib-

rium between these conformational states is believed to be essential to modulate the sarcomere

contraction. Mutations affecting this equilibrium have been found to cause hypercontractility of the
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cardiac sarcomere. Importantly, myosin-binding small-molecule effectors have been demonstrated

to reverse this equilibrium and revert the hypercontractile phenotype of the sarcomere. Other than

myosins of the sarcomere, unconventional myosins, such as myosin V, also modulate their activity by

transitioning into a dormant state (Liu et al., 2006). Thus, the structure–function relationship plays a

foundational role in modulating such enzymatic activity and related downstream processes.

The super-relaxed state of myosin – an evolutionary mechanism to
regulate muscle contraction
Ten years ago, a seminal breakthrough was made when Roger Cooke and colleagues discovered a

new functional state of myosin molecules in rabbit skeletal muscle fibers, which they termed the

super-relaxed(SRX) state (Stewart et al., 2010). Multiple subsequent studies have confirmed this

SRX state in cardiac and skeletal fibers from many different species (Hooijman et al., 2011;

McNamara et al., 2015; Naber et al., 2011; Anderson et al., 2018). The population of the SRX

state is measured kinetically by following the release of fluorescent ATP hydrolysis products from

myosin. A hallmark of this SRX state is an ultra-slow release of the ATP hydrolysis products relative

to myosins in other states. In other words, in the muscle sarcomere, myosin is thought to exist in

three different functional states (Figure 1). The first is the active cycling state of myosin, which

involves actin-activated ATP hydrolysis and a rapid ATP turnover time of <1 s. The second state,

often called the disordered relaxed (DRX) state , is the ATP turnover state of myosin in the absence

of actin, which has a very slow ATP turnover time of <30 s. The third, or the SRX state, is the state

that has even more prolonged ATP turnover times of more than 100 s. As an analogy, myosin in the

actin-bound active state would be equivalent to a car racing on the freeway, the DRX state would be

equivalent to a car idling at a stoplight, and an SRX state would be a car parked with its engine off.

During muscle contraction, myosins are continuously shuttling between the actin-bound state and

the actin-free DRX state (Figure 1). In contrast, the myosins in the SRX state are held ‘in-reserve’. In

skeletal and cardiac muscle fibers, it has been estimated that 50–60% of the myosin heads are in the

SRX state and are hypothesized to not participate in contractility (Stewart et al., 2010;

Hooijman et al., 2011). However, one pertinent question that remains to be answered is whether

these SRX myosins are pulled into action under the dynamic needs of the muscle (Brunello et al.,

2020). Another outstanding question is, what is the structural basis of the SRX state? Although there

is no atomic-level structure of myosin in the SRX state, researchers have previously discovered a

folded-back structural state of myosin, which is termed the interacting-heads motif (IHM), where the

two myosin subfragment 1 (S1) heads of myosin asymmetrically interact with one another and fold

back onto its subfragment 2 (S2) tail (Woodhead et al., 2005; Zoghbi et al., 2008; Wendt et al.,

1999; Wendt et al., 2001; Burgess et al., 2007; Jung et al., 2008a; Jung et al., 2008b) (reviewed

in Trivedi et al., 2018 and Alamo et al., 2018). This state was discovered using cryo- and conven-

tional electron microscopy in intact thick filaments isolated from various types of muscle and purified

myosins in solution. For example, the early concept of regulating myosin contractility by forming the

folded-back conformation was discovered in non-muscle (Craig et al., 1983) and smooth muscle

myosin (Trybus et al., 1982; Onishi and Wakabayashi, 1982). In fact, the first 3D structure of this

folded-back conformation was reported in smooth muscle myosin by Wendt et al., 1999. Many

researchers have put forward an appealing hypothesis that the SRX state is related to this IHM state

(Hooijman et al., 2011; Alamo et al., 2016; Cooke, 2011; Nogara et al., 2016a; Wilson et al.,

2014) in which the folded-back myosin heads lie plastered to the shaft of the thick filament and

have an ultra-low turnover of ATP (Figure 1). These heads are structurally away from actin and are

kept in reserve. This IHM-like state has been evolutionarily conserved as a myosin-II inhibition mecha-

nism and has been reviewed elsewhere (Trivedi et al., 2018; Alamo et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018).

However, many recent biochemical studies have shown that there are myosin states other than IHM

that are SRX states (discussed below) (Figure 1). Along that line, the exact relationship between the

SRX and IHM states remains an active area of investigation.

How does nature make use of this myosin IHM state to its advantage? It has been hypothesized

that physiological response, such as myosin regulatory light chain (RLC) phosphorylation or myosin-

binding protein-C (MyBPC) interaction (Trivedi et al., 2018) or any pathophysiological state, such as
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hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) that results in higher contractility, may involve recruitment of

sequestered IHM heads into play. However, as discussed above, no studies directly demonstrate a

structural corollary of the SRX and IHM states, although it seems likely that the structural IHM

state is a possible source of the functional SRX state in the muscle. In the absence of direct structural

information, many studies have focused on understanding the DRX$SRX state equilibrium. Below

we review several physiological, pathophysiological, and non-physiological factors known to modu-

late the SRX state of myosin and provide an evolutionary perspective of the importance of the myo-

sin DRX$SRX state equilibrium in both healthy and diseased conditions.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the possible different functional states of myosin. (a) Highlighted in green are actin-bound myosins, which are

most active and utilize maximum ATP. This myosin state is in equilibrium with an off-actin state, shown in orange, the DRX state of myosin, which has

100-fold less activity than the actin-interacting form. Myosins in the DRX state are in equilibrium with those in the SRX state, as shown in red, which has

a further 10-fold less activity than the DRX state. The SRX state of myosin could be due to either a traditional IHM state or a non-IHM state. Actin is

shown as gray globular domains, and the myosin thick-filament shaft is shown as a gray cylindrical rod. (b) Simulated energy (ATP) utilization by

different myosin states is shown. The ATP turnover rate for the actin-bound myosin, DRX myosin, and SRX myosin was assumed to be 3 s�1, 0.03 s�1,

and 0.003 s�1, respectively. A standard deviation of 0.1 units was used to generate random Gaussian noise. The simulated curves were generated using

the GraphPad Prism software.
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Muscle physiology and the myosin SRX state

Myosin RLC regulates the myosin SRX state
It has long been known that phosphorylation–dephosphorylation of RLC acts as a binary ‘on’–‘off’

switch to activate smooth muscle myosin activity (reviewed in Trivedi et al., 2018). There is a strong

propensity of unphosphorylated smooth muscle myosin to fold to the IHM state. Striated muscle

myosins are not switched ‘on’ and ‘off’ in this fashion. However, RLC phosphorylation is known to

fine-tune striated myosin function in several different ways (Yu et al., 2016). Early studies have

shown that phosphorylation affects the arrangement of myosin heads in skeletal muscle filaments

(Levine et al., 1996). There is also evidence of dysregulation of RLC phosphorylation in different

heart failure models and dilated cardiomyopathy hearts (Huang et al., 2008; van der Velden et al.,

2003; Toepfer et al., 2013). At the molecular level, multiple findings have led to the hypothesis that

in the relaxed state of the striated muscle sarcomere, when a sub-population of RLCs are not phos-

phorylated, a fraction of myosin heads are held down on the filament backbone in which the myosin

is considered to be in the IHM state (reviewed by Craig and Woodhead, 2006 and Alamo et al.,

2018). Phosphorylation of the RLCs then causes these myosins to become more loosely associated

with the filament backbone facilitating cross-bridge interactions with actin (reviewed in

McNamara et al., 2015 and Trivedi et al., 2018), suggesting fine-tuning the functional ‘on’ and

‘off’ state of myosin. What does this mean in terms of the myosin DRX$SRX state equilibrium? The

first study to report the ability of RLC phosphorylation to depopulate the myosin SRX state was in

rabbit skeletal muscle fibers (Stewart et al., 2010) and subsequently reproduced in tarantula skele-

tal muscle (Naber et al., 2011). A similar observation was made where a phosphomimetic version of

the RLC, S15D, in HCM-causing R58Q RLC mutant background, depopulated the SRX state in

skinned porcine papillary muscle fibers (Yadav et al., 2019). This report is discussed further under

section ‘Diseased state and therapeutic modulators of myosin SRX state ’. In reconstituted full-length

porcine cardiac myosin thick filaments, it has also been recently reported that either phosphorylation

of the RLC with MLCK or depletion of RLC decreases the myosin population in the SRX state

(Gollapudi et al., 2020a). All of these observations together suggest an RLC phosphorylation-medi-

ated shift in DRX$SRX state equilibrium toward the DRX state of myosin. This shift towards the DRX

state has been correlated with the depopulation of the structural IHM state upon RLC phosphoryla-

tion (Alamo et al., 2016). The observation that factors that affect the RLC also affect the population

of the SRX state is not surprising if one assumes that the IHM state is a major source of the SRX

state, as the two RLCs bind to each other forming one of the major interfaces stabilizing the IHM

state (Alamo et al., 2016).

Myosin essential light chain may be essential for the myosin SRX state
The role of essential light chain (ELC) and how Ca2+ binding to ELC (in the scallop regulatory domain

containing two light chains together with a short fragment of the heavy chain) regulates molluscan

muscle contraction has been the focus of study in the laboratories of Andrew Szent-Gyorgyi and

others (Szent-Györgyi, 1975; Fromherz and Szent-Györgyi, 1995; Chantler, 2006; Trybus, 1994).

Ca2+ binding to ELC has been shown to enzymatically and structurally turn on the myosin from its

IHM-like ‘off’ state (Woodhead et al., 2013). However, the role of ELC in cardiac, skeletal, or

smooth muscle is not well understood. Several laboratories have demonstrated that a specific N-ter-

minal extension of the ELC may play an essential role in regulating myosin motor function and force

production in striated muscle (Kazmierczak et al., 2009; Muthu et al., 2011; Guhathakurta et al.,

2015). Recently, the hypothesis that this N-terminal domain of the cardiac ELC works as a molecular

linker switch of the actin–myosin interaction by regulating the DRX$SRX state equilibrium was

tested in the papillary muscle of mice engineered to express an ELC lacking its N-terminal 43 amino

acids (Tg-D43). The lack of the N-terminus of the ELC in mice resulted in a significant increase in the

population of myosin in the SRX state, hence decreasing the proportion of myosin heads that are

available to interact with actin (Sitbon et al., 2020). In agreement, myosin purified from Tg-D43

hearts showed significantly decreased ATP utilization and low actin-activated myosin ATPase com-

pared to that from wild-type (WT) hearts. Although the studies are limited, this observation postu-

lates the role of ELC in regulating the myosin SRX state and demands more studies in the future to

solidify the hypothesis. Altogether, both the light chains associated with striated myosins seem to
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play a defining role in controlling the population of myosin in the SRX state, thereby functioning as

regulatory switches of muscle contractility.

Age, sex, and hormonal regulation of the myosin SRX state
In relaxed skeletal muscle, it has been estimated that ~50% of the myosins remain in the SRX state,

and the remainder is in the DRX state (Stewart et al., 2010; Cooke, 2011). It is also known that

independent of muscle size or the presence of neurological or muscular diseases, there is a progres-

sive loss of muscle strength with aging, termed dynapenia. Such age-related impairment of skeletal

muscle contractility is more prominent in post-menopausal women than in men of the same age

group. Therefore, it is essential to understand if aging and sex can shift the myosin DRX$SRX

state equilibrium or change the properties of the SRX state. This hypothesis was tested in the psoas

muscle of young (3–4 months old) and aged (26–28 months old) C57BL/6 male and female mice, and

no significant effects on the SRX population as a function of age or sex (Phung et al., 2018) were

observed. However, only for female mice, the ATPase cycling time of myosin in both the DRX and

SRX states was significantly faster with age. It is known that the ovarian hormone estradiol is the key

hormonal signal to skeletal muscle in females, and its deficiency is detrimental to myosin and muscle

function. In an earlier study (Colson et al., 2015) by the same laboratory, single turnover experi-

ments in the ovariectomized C57BL/6 mice revealed two distinct populations of myosin in the SRX

and DRX states in a similar proportion to the populations seen in the control mice. However, the

ATP turnover rate of the SRX population was significantly increased compared to the non-operative

controls. This effect was reverted to the WT control by a 60 days chronic treatment of the ovariec-

tomy mice with estradiol, but not by treatment of the isolated psoas muscle with estradiol, suggest-

ing that estradiol-mediated signaling reversibly regulates slow ATP turnover by myosin. Overall, the

authors of these studies argue that the aging of females, which leads to a depletion of the hormone

estradiol, shifts the muscle myosin more toward a DRX-like state with faster ATP cycling. The authors

hypothesize that this could result in a buildup of weakly bound actomyosin complexes, possibly com-

peting with the existing strongly bound ones, thus leading to slowed cross-bridge kinetics and

increased weakness with age. An alternate possibility could be that the shift toward more DRX heads

may be compensatory for the loss of muscle fibers rather than the cause of contractility loss. These

studies may hint at the molecular differences in muscle traits across genders and age groups, and

many more investigations in this direction would be required to prove either hypothesis.

The role of calcium in regulating the myosin SRX state
Ca2+ plays a significant role in a variety of biological processes in the body. One such well-studied

process is the activation of skeletal and cardiac muscle contraction mediated by direct binding of

Ca2+ to the actin–tropomyosin–troponin regulated thin-filament complex (reviewed by Ebashi and

Endo, 1968, and Gordon et al., 2000). As discussed earlier, Ca2+ binding to scallop myosin desta-

bilizes the myosin from the IHM-like ‘off’ state, a mechanism that has not been evolutionarily propa-

gated in the vertebrate system. Some early work by the laboratories of Richard Moss and others has

shown that the Ca2+ sensitivity of the rate of force development in vertebrate skeletal muscle is

mediated in part by the RLC subunit of the myosin cross-bridge (Metzger et al., 1989;

Metzger and Moss, 1992; Metzger and Moss, 1990; Metzger and Moss, 1991). Other studies

have proposed the importance of divalent cations such as Ca2+ and Mg2+ in the stability of the myo-

sin SRX state (Nogara et al., 2016a). It is only recently that a study has reported that Ca2+ and not

Mg2+ binding to reconstituted porcine cardiac myosin filaments depopulated the myosin SRX state,

thereby proposing Ca2+-mediated activation of the thick filament as an additional regulation of the

vertebrate muscle (Sa et al., 2019). Whether this mechanism holds in all kinds of skeletal and cardiac

systems is debated (Irving, 2017) and remains an active area of investigation. If truly, Ca2+-mediated

regulation of the myosin SRX population holds any ground, it would be yet another evolutionary way

to regulate muscle contractility, especially in the context of the beating heart. More studies probing

the role of Ca2+ in myosin regulation are needed.
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Muscle energetics and the role of ADP in governing the myosin SRX
state
Phenotypically, based on properties such as contractile force and velocities, skeletal muscle fibers

can be categorized as slow or fast, depending upon the different myosin isoforms that they express.

Therefore, the whole-muscle metabolic rates and performance depend upon the distribution and

proportion of these different muscle types. It has recently been shown that the fast skeletal muscle

type has a lesser population of myosins in the SRX state than the slow muscle type (Phung et al.,

2020), suggesting higher energy consumption by the fast muscle types. This higher resting energy

consumption by the fast muscle fibers may contribute to differences in whole-body basal metabolic

rate and provide additional insights for understanding muscle energetics.

Additionally, energy-related dysfunctions underlie many common diseases, such as mitochondrial

disorders, which often impact the body’s top energy-consuming organs such as skeletal and cardiac

muscle, brain, liver, and kidneys. For example, in the context of cardiac contractility, ATP-dependent

enzymes are required for both systole (e.g., myosin) and diastole (e.g., SERCA). It has been guessed

that ~60–70% of the ATP generated in the cardiac muscle is thought to be utilized by the myosins

(Barclay, 2015). Therefore, any loss in chemical energy would lead to a failing heart that cannot

meet the hemodynamic requirements of the body. It is important to note that the amount of ATP

made and used per minute is many times greater than the size of the existing ATP pool, emphasizing

that maintaining a high ATP supply is critically important for maintaining cardiac function. It is con-

ceivable that hypercontractility of the heart either due to disease conditions such as HCM or effects

of inotropes could disturb the [ADP]/[ATP] ratio and causes metabolic imbalances (Ingwall and

Weiss, 2004). A couple of studies have reported the role of ADP in the manifestation of the myosin

SRX state. For example, in rabbit fast and slow skeletal muscle fibers, ADP binding to the myosin

attaches the myosin motor strongly to actin and displaces the regulatory proteins, activating the

fiber. This action results in a possible strain-mediated depopulation of the SRX state of myosin and,

thereby, attachment of more myosin heads to actin (Stewart et al., 2010). Similarly, upon ADP

treatment, increased SRX state turnover rates were also observed in mouse psoas muscle fibers

(Phung et al., 2018). These studies suggest that the thick filament in skeletal muscle, upon rigor-

binding to actin, can undergo a strain-mediated destabilization of the SRX population. A similar

mechanism was also observed in myosins of rat soleus slow skeletal myofibrils (Nelson et al., 2020).

However, Hooijman et al., 2011 observed that such ADP-mediated destabilization of the SRX popu-

lation in cardiac tissue is affected to a lesser extent by rigor-ADP states of adjacent myosin heads

than is observed in skeletal fibers. The authors argue that this could be explained by a much weaker

cooperative nature of the myosins in cardiac muscle as compared to those in the skeletal muscle. In

addition, many more factors such as the differences in isoforms and phosphorylation levels of other

proteins such as myosin RLC, MyBPC, and titin could contribute to these differences in the myosin

cooperativity and is an open area of investigation.

Very interestingly, in skeletal muscle, when the ADP-mediated dysregulation of the myosin SRX

state was studied at long sarcomere length (without actin–myosin overlap), ADP did not alter the

number of myosins in the SRX population but significantly increased the ATP turnover rates of these

myosins, suggesting that binding of ADP to some myosin heads increases the rate of release of

phosphate from adjacent heads (Stewart et al., 2010). Recently, using porcine cardiac myosin,

Gollapudi et al., 2020a have also shown an ADP-mediated destabilization of the SRX population of

myosin in reconstituted myosin thick filaments, but not in the myosin subfragment S1 or heavy mero-

myosin (HMM), suggesting a relay mechanism of a cooperative destabilization of the SRX popula-

tion, via the proximal and distal tails of myosin within the thick filament, which is absent in the

shorter myosin constructs. These studies are consistent with the observation that the binding of ADP

produces an open configuration of myosin and disrupts the helical ordering of the thick filament in

an overstretched rabbit psoas muscle fiber (Xu et al., 2003). All these results together hint at the

cooperative mechanism of the thick filament where one myosin bound to ADP (and therefore not

likely to be in the SRX state) can structurally and functionally decrease the population of other myo-

sins in the SRX state (those that have still not lost its phosphate), thereby possibly turning adjacent

myosin heads to a more disordered ‘on’ state. These observations may suggest that in many meta-

bolic muscle disorders, including in HCM, where there is an accumulation of ADP in the body,
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myosins would be more in the active DRX-like state, thereby consuming even more energy than

usual, hence exacerbating the effect.

Temperature: turning up the heat to stabilize the myosin SRX
population
Temperature plays a vital role in dictating the dynamics of almost all biological processes in the

body, and it is not surprising that temperature would affect the myosin DRX$SRX state equilibrium.

For example, in skeletal muscle, higher temperature induces a higher proportion of myosin heads

into the SRX state and slows the ATP turnover time for these myosins (Stewart et al., 2010), possi-

bly by populating myosin in the pre-power stroke ADP.Pi state. Many temperature-dependent stud-

ies monitoring the conformation of myosin have also substantiated the formation of more myosins in

the structural ‘off’ state and stabilization of the ordered helical structure of the thick filament with an

increase in temperature (Xu et al., 2003; Fusi et al., 2015; Caremani et al., 2019). This is not sur-

prising. Due to the hydrophobic effect, most protein–protein interactions are stronger at higher tem-

peratures. However, in a purified bovine cardiac myosin system, Rohde et al., 2018 observed that

with increasing temperature, the fraction of myosin in the SRX state decreased in an S1 system and

had no effect in the HMM system, opposite of what was observed by the previous study of

Stewart et al., 2010 in skeletal muscle fibers. Together these observations suggest that the network

of molecular interactions that govern the SRX state in a more complicated muscle fiber system are

different from ones in a purified HMM or S1 system, which may give rise to different temperature

dependencies in different systems. There is also a possibility of an inherent difference between the

population of SRX states in skeletal and cardiac muscle systems (Hooijman et al., 2011). A study of

the changes in myosin SRX population with changes in temperature using different muscle types

from various cold-blooded and warm-blooded animals would shed more light on the molecular inter-

actions that regulate the SRX state formation and may help us comprehend muscle dynamics in

hibernating animals.

The ancillary MyBPC and its role in stabilizing the myosin SRX
population
MyBPC is a multi-domain thick-filament-associated protein in skeletal and cardiac muscle known to

modulate cross-bridge kinetics via phosphorylation of serine residues in the so-called M-domain.

The C-terminus of MyBPC binds to the thick filament, and the N-terminus can interact with both the

myosin head and actin filament. Several studies reviewed in McNamara et al., 2015 and

Trivedi et al., 2018 have suggested a role of MyBPC in stabilizing the myosin heads near the myosin

thick filament in an IHM-like ‘off-state’, and phosphorylation of the M-domain serine residues shifts

the equilibrium more toward a disordered ‘on-state’. How does this correlate with

the myosin DRX$SRX state equilibrium? It was first reported in a study with skinned cardiac muscle

fibers that homozygous but not heterozygous MyBPC knockout mice have a significant decrease of

the myosin population in the SRX state as compared to WT (McNamara et al., 2016). Consistent

with this top-down observation, a bottom-up approach with purified human b-cardiac myosin

recently demonstrated that the population of myosin in the SRX state increased in the presence of

the C0-C7 MyBPC fragment (Sarkar et al., 2020). Both these studies suggest that MyBPC increases

the population of the myosin in the SRX state. This work is further discussed under the ‘HCM-causing

and other mutations in myosin dysregulate the myosin SRX state’ section.

In another mouse study (McNamara et al., 2019), it was further shown that in a triple phosphomi-

metic version of cardiac MyBPC (DDD; serine!aspartate changes at residues 273, 282, and 302 of

the M-domain of MyBPC), the myosin SRX population significantly decreased compared to WT and

triple phospho-ablated versions of MyBPC (AAA; serine!alanine changes at residues 273, 282, and

302). On further investigation of the site-specific phosphorylations, the authors showed that a phos-

phomimetic version of the ser 282 site (ADA; serine!aspartate change at residue 282, and serine-

!alanine changes at residues 273 and 302) was sufficient to shift the DRX$SRX state equilibrium

toward the DRX state of myosin. Interestingly, the reverse phosphomimetic version (DAD; serine-

!aspartate changes at residues 273 and 302, and serine!alanine change at residue 282 sites) did

not affect the myosin DRX$SRX state equilibrium. Like earlier studies, treatment of WT preparations

with protein kinase A reduced the myosin in the SRX state. In contrast, there was no effect in the
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phospho-ablated version of MyBPC preparations, bolstering the hypothesis that phosphorylation of

MyBPC plays a regulating role in turning the myosin from a functional ‘off’ to a more functional ‘on’

state.

Given the actuality that MyBPC localizes to the C-zone in the sarcomere, a recent report utilized

single-molecule fluorescent imaging of rat soleus skeletal myofibrils under relaxed conditions to

measure the kinetics of ATP hydrolysis in different regions of the sarcomere (Nelson et al., 2020).

The authors spatially resolved the hydrolysis of individual fluorescently labeled ATP molecules by

myosins in the C-zone, D-zone, and P-zone. The D- and P-zones are zones of the thick filament

towards the Z- and M-lines, respectively, and are devoid of MyBPC. The myosin ATPase lifetimes

within the C-zone were significantly longer than those of the flanking non-MyBPC containing regions.

Also, within the C-zone, two different myosin populations corresponding to the DRX and SRX states

were observed, while in the non-MyBPC containing regions, all myosins were predominantly in the

DRX state, suggesting that the strongly inhibited SRX myosins exist predominantly within the C-zone

of the skeletal sarcomere. All these observations together build up a story where the binding of

MyBPC to myosins in the C-zone of the striated sarcomere populates the SRX state, and MyBPC

phosphorylation shifts this equilibrium more towards the DRX state. This observation falls in line with

the structural regulation of the muscle thick filaments by MyBPC (reviewed in McNamara et al.,

2015 and Trivedi et al., 2018) and adds MyBPC as an essential contributor that has evolved in stri-

ated muscle to fine-tune myosin contractility indirectly.

Myosin subfragment 2: the tail tells a tale about the myosin SRX state
As described above, and as early as 2008, a folded-back structural state of myosin, termed the IHM,

was discovered (reviewed in Trivedi et al., 2018 and Alamo et al., 2018), where the two S1 heads

of myosin asymmetrically fold back onto the S2 tail. Furthermore, at a molecular level, the S1 head

has been shown to interact with the proximal part of the S2 biochemically (Nag et al., 2017). Many

other interactions, such as the S1–S1 and RLC–RLC of the two myosin heads, are proposed to stabi-

lize the IHM state. However, from electron microscopy studies, it is apparent that the S1–S2 interac-

tions are required to form the myosin structural ‘off’ state. Does this S2 subfragment of myosin also

alter the myosin DRX$SRX state equilibrium? This question was addressed recently in a report

where two different versions of human b-cardiac HMM were made. One contained the first 25 hep-

tads of the proximal part of the S2 subfragment (25-hep), and the other contained only the first two

heptad repeats of the S2 subfragment (2-hep). In single turnover ATP experiments, the 25-hep

HMM showed a significant stabilization of the myosin SRX population to ~60%. In contrast, the SRX

population in the 2-hep HMM was ~20%, suggesting that the proximal S2 sub-fragment of myosin

shifts the myosin DRX$SRX state equilibrium towards the SRX state. Independently, a similar conclu-

sion was also reached by Rohde et al., 2018 while investigating the SRX population in bovine car-

diac S1 and HMM. The S2 subfragment of myosin has also been demonstrated to bind to the

N-terminus of the MyBPC (Gruen and Gautel, 1999) (reviewed in Trivedi et al., 2018). In a different

study, a high concentration of proximal S2 added to mouse ventricular cardiac muscle fibers signifi-

cantly reduced the number of myosin heads in the SRX state (McNamara et al., 2019). This effect

was also observed in the triple phospho-ablated version of MyBPC (AAA; serine!alanine changes at

residues 273, 282, and 302 in the M-domain of MyBPC) (McNamara et al., 2019). These observa-

tions suggest that exogenous S2 can push the DRX$SRX state equilibrium toward the DRX state of

myosin, most likely through disruption of MyBPC–myosin interaction, further signifying the physio-

logical role of myosin-subfragment 2 (myosin S2) to populate the SRX state. For a long time, in stri-

ated muscle biology, the myosin S2 fragment along with the tail domain were thought to provide

structural stability and a passive anchoring role to myosin in the thick filament. However, these bio-

chemical studies have started illuminating that a myosin domain such as the S2, which is far away

from the enzymatic site of the protein, can regulate muscle contractility by controlling the population

of myosins in the SRX state, thereby providing an additional evolutionary switch for muscle

contractility.
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Diseased state and therapeutic modulators of myosin SRX
state

HCM-causing and other mutations in myosin dysregulate the myosin
SRX state
Mutations in the MYH7 gene, which encodes the b-cardiac myosin heavy chain, are responsible for

20–30% of HCM cases (Ho et al., 2015). These mutations are clustered in specific hotspots on the b-

cardiac myosin molecule. Homburger et al., 2016 demonstrated that these hotspots consist of a

positively charged surface called the myosin mesa, the converter domain, and the proximal-S2 tail

region of myosin. HCM is associated with increased energy demands in cardiac muscle due to exces-

sive use of ATP. Thus, it was hypothesized that HCM-causing mutations could depopulate the

energy- and ATP-conserving SRX state of the cardiac sarcomere. Anderson et al., 2018 utilized car-

diac fibers from minipigs harboring the HCM-causing mutation R403Q and demonstrated a depopu-

lation of the SRX state by this mutation. This has been recently verified by Gollapudi et al., 2020a in

reconstituted myosin thick filament from the heterozygous R403Q porcine model, containing an

equal mixture of WT and mutant myosin. Anderson et al., 2018 further demonstrated the

SRX state depopulation in cardiac fibers from a human heart harboring another HCM-causing muta-

tion, R663H. This was the first experimental report indicating the depopulation of the SRX state by

HCM-causing myosin mutations, which was only theoretically hypothesized earlier (Alamo et al.,

2017). Additionally, Anderson et al., 2018 demonstrated that the SRX state signal in fibers origi-

nates from myosin molecules. They measured the SRX population in recombinant, purified human b-

cardiac myosin and its dependence on ionic strength for the first time. A follow-up study by

Adhikari et al., 2019 demonstrated the depopulation of the SRX state in recombinant human b-car-

diac myosin constructs harboring mutations in the myosin mesa (R249Q, H251N) and converter

(D382Y, R719W) hotspots of HCM mutations in myosin. Sarkar et al., 2020 most recently reported

depopulated SRX state in recombinant human b-cardiac myosin harboring the R403Q and R663H

mutations, thus extending the Anderson et al., 2018 fiber work.

Interestingly, in an in vitro assay, binding of cMyBPC fragment C0C7 populated the myosin SRX

state in WT recombinant human b-cardiac myosin. However, the HCM mutant R403Q myosin, which

dysregulates the myosin SRX state, does not bind to C0C7, and hence its SRX state was not normal-

ized. Interestingly, the R663H HCM-causing myosin, which does bind C0C7, also did not show any

induction of the SRX state (Sarkar et al., 2020). This indicates that mutations in myosin that may or

may not abrogate binding to MyBPC can still inhibit the ability of MyBPC to revert the depopulation

of the SRX state. Reconfirming observations by Anderson et al., 2018 and Adhikari et al., 2019,

most recently, Toepfer et al., 2020 measured the SRX state in mouse cardiac left ventricular tissue

(predominantly MYH6 – a-cardiac myosin) harboring R403Q, V606M, and R719W mutations and

demonstrated depopulation of the SRX state in these samples. In the same study, they introduced

these mutations in human induced pluripotent stem cell -derived cardiomyocytes and observed a

similar significant depopulation of the SRX state in this cell-based assay. Thus, all these studies have

collectively demonstrated, from muscle fibers to cellular myofibrils to purified myosin, a depopula-

tion of the SRX state in myosin carrying HCM-causing mutations. The effect of mutations in myosin

that increase activity by inhibiting the SRX state explains the puzzling observation that HCM, which

is an apparent gain of function, is more prevalent than DCM, an apparent loss of function. In general,

gain-of-function mutations are rare. HCM reflects a loss of function of the SRX state.

As mentioned above, the RLC–RLC interface may play an essential role in modulating the

DRX$SRX state equilibrium. A study by Nogara et al., 2016a introduced cysteine point mutations

at various locations in mouse skeletal RLC, exchanged these mutant RLCs into rabbit skeletal muscle

fibers, and measured the SRX state. The idea behind designing these mutations was inspired by

looking at the RLC–RLC interface in the folded-back model of tarantula skeletal myosin (PDB 3DTP).

Sequence alignment of the tarantula exoskeletal muscle and vertebrate skeletal muscle demon-

strated conserved amino acids clustered at the N-terminal lobe of the RLC, which is involved in the

RLC–RLC interaction. They strategically placed fluorescent probes at these single cysteine sites on

the very N-terminus of the RLC, at the interface of the RLC–RLC interaction, and the very C-terminus

of the RLC. These fluorescent probes were placed to sense the DRX$SRX state transitions of myo-

sin. These mutant RLCs were then exchanged into skeletal muscle fibers, followed by SRX
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state measurements. The mutations by themselves had a minimal effect on the stability of the SRX

population. Probes attached to cysteine residues in a region called the EF hand, which coordinates

divalent cations like Mg2+ or Ca2+ on the RLC, showed the greatest depopulation of the SRX state.

This hints at the importance of divalent cations in promoting the SRX state of myosin. This aspect

has been discusssed in the ‘The role of calcium in regulating the myosin SRX state’ section. Probes

attached to a site in the RLC–RLC interface also depopulated the SRX state, while probes on the

C-terminal regions of the RLC had a minimal effect on the the SRX state. Mutations in RLC have also

been reported to cause HCM. One such mutation, R58Q, is located near the Ca2+ binding site of

RLC. A study has shown reduced phosphorylation of RLCs harboring the R58Q mutation in rapidly

frozen ventricular heart samples from transgenic mice (Abraham et al., 2009). A follow-up study by

Yadav et al., 2019 demonstrated that, contrary to the widely held hypothesis that HCM mutations

shift myosin to the DRX state, the HCM-causing R58Q mutation populates the SRX state in reconsti-

tuted porcine fibers and transgenic mouse papillary muscle samples to an even greater extent than

WT. A phosphomimetic mutation S15D, when introduced in the R58Q background, was demon-

strated to rescue the R58Q-induced adverse effects in reconstituted porcine fibers. While the R58Q

RLC led to an increased population of the SRX state, the S15D-R58Q RLC resulted in a depopulation

of the SRX state, thus shifting the population of myosin molecules from the SRX to the DRX state.

These mutations caused changes only in the SRX/DRX populations and not in their single turnover

kinetics.

Similarly, another work from the Szczesna-Cordary lab looked at the effect of HCM-causing muta-

tions in ELC on the SRX state of myosin (Sitbon et al., 2020). In this study, they studied the effect of

the ELC mutation A57G in an ELC-humanized mouse model of HCM. SRX state was significantly

depopulated in these mice, but there were no significant changes in the lifetimes of the SRX or DRX

states. Thus, these observations underline the importance of light chains in modulating the SRX state

of myosin. Altogether these investigations show that single-point mutations across the myosin mole-

cule, either naturally occurring which causes HCM or those engineered in the laboratory, affect the

DRX$SRX state equilibrium, thereby emphasizing the evolutionary importance of residues in differ-

ent domains of the myosin molecule that directly contribute to the energetic fine-tunings of the

muscle.

HCM-causing mutations in MyBPC also dysregulate the myosin SRX
state
The other major genetic player that causes HCM is MyBPC. Truncation or missense mutations in the

cardiac MyBPC gene are responsible for ~30–40% of HCM cases (Ho et al., 2015).

McNamara et al., 2016 made mouse models with either a heterozygous or homozygous knockout

of cMyBPC. The heart weight to body weight ratio of the homozygous knockout mouse was signifi-

cantly higher than the WT mouse. However, no such change was observed in the heterozygous

knockout model. Upon performing SRX state assays with isolated cardiac fibers from these animals,

the authors discovered a significant depopulation of the SRX state in the homozygous fibers. In con-

trast, the heterozygous fibers showed similar SRX state values compared to the WT. Another work

by McNamara et al., 2017 looked at samples from human patients with eight different HCM-carry-

ing MyBPC missense or truncation mutations. These samples were compared to non-failing donor

heart samples and HCM samples that were negative for sarcomeric mutations. They discovered that

compared to the non-failing hearts, the samples harboring missense or truncation MyBPC mutations

had a significantly depopulated the SRX state combined with a decreased rate of ATP turnover by

myosin in the SRX state. They did not see significant depopulation of the SRX state in HCM samples

with sarcomere-negative mutations. Recently, Toepfer et al., 2019 demonstrated that a graded loss

of cMyBPC results in a subsequent graded loss of the SRX state. They developed three mouse mod-

els for this work, one with a heterozygous truncating mutation of cMyBPC, one with a homozygous

truncating mutation of cMyBPC, and a third having the potential of RNAi-mediated knockdown of

cMyBPC. The heterozygous fibers had a 50% decrease in the SRX state compared to a 94% decrease

in the homozygous fibers. It is worth noting that that truncating mutation in cMyBPC gives rise to

haploinsufficiency, so that a 50% reduction in the SRX state maps to a 50% reduction in MyBPC pro-

tein expression. In this study, they also measured the SRX state in skinned human HCM heart fibers

with heterozygous cMyBPC truncations. Once again, they observed a ~50% decrease in the SRX

population of these mutant fibers compared to the WT human fibers. These findings that HCM-
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causing mutations in MyBPC dysregulate the myosin SRX state not only explains the cardiac hyper-

contractility in patients but also sheds light on the action of MyBPC, whose exact role in muscle con-

tractility has been mysterious for many decades.

Therapeutic approaches modulate the myosin DRX$SRX
state equilibrium
Decades of research on sarcomeric proteins have enhanced our understanding of the molecular

underpinnings of force generation by the sarcomere. This has enabled small-molecule targeting of

the sarcomere as a novel approach to modulate muscle contractility (Manstein and Preller, 2020).

Industry players like Cytokinetics Inc and MyoKardia Inc pioneered direct targeting of the sarcomeric

muscle myosins. The first clinical candidate identified for direct targeting of cardiac myosin was

Cytokinetics’ omecamtiv mecarbil (OM) (Malik et al., 2011), a cardiac sarcomere activator

that currently completed phase III trials to treat systolic heart failure. MyoKardia’s mavacamten (pre-

viously MYK-461) is a small-molecule inhibitor of b-cardiac myosin (Green et al., 2016) and is in

phase III trials to treat obstructive HCM. This section explores how these small molecules targeted

toward the sarcomere can change the DRX$SRX state equilibrium and impact the energetics and

contractility of the muscle.

Omecamtiv mecarbil
Although OM was the first therapeutic agent known to target cardiac myosin and activate muscle

contractility (Malik et al., 2011), nothing is known about its effects on the SRX state of myosin. How-

ever, OM has been shown to inhibit the basal ATPase activity of cardiac myosin (Malik et al., 2011),

which hints that it might also induce the SRX state in this system. The crystal structure of OM-bound

bovine cardiac myosin has been published, showing that OM binds to a ‘pre-powerstroke’ pocket of

the myosin (Planelles-Herrero et al., 2017). Pre-powerstroke is a primed conformation of the

lever arm, in which myosin is poised to bind actin and generate force. Interestingly, in the presence

of OM, the myosin lever arm appears to adopt a fully primed position, where the lever arm is possi-

bly tilted more in the pre-powerstroke direction. At the same time, the cardiac apo structure has a

lever arm position slightly less primed. In different studies (Anderson et al., 2018; Spudich, 2019),

it has been hypothesized that a myosin lever-arm position tilted even more in the direction of the

pre-powerstroke may give rise to SRX state-like properties. This position of the lever arm may stabi-

lize the closure of the switch II element of the nucleotide-binding pocket, which may slow down the

release of ATP hydrolysis products. Given these arguments and in the absence of any data, we

hypothesize that OM binding may give rise to SRX state-like properties in myosin. Only future stud-

ies will help us test this hypothesis.

Mavacamten
Mavacamten was discovered as an ATPase inhibitor that inhibits phosphate release, specifically from

the enzymatic pocket of cardiac myosin (Green et al., 2016). Later, Anderson et al., 2018, who

demonstrated a depopulation of the SRX state in minipig cardiac fibers harboring the R403Q muta-

tion and in human cardiac fibers with the R663H mutation, showed a re-population of the SRX state

when these mutant fibers were treated with mavacamten. Treatment with mavacamten brought the

SRX state levels of the mutant fibers back to WT values of 30–40%. By utilizing X-ray diffraction, the

authors demonstrated an increase in helical ordering of the WT and mutant thick filaments with

mavacamten. Single-particle negative-staining electron microscopy demonstrated that mavacamten

stabilized a compact state of myosin in which the heads were folded back against the tail. In the

same study, the authors also demonstrated that enzymatically, mavacamten could induce a partial

SRX population in shorter myosin constructs that lack the tail region. Related work by Rohde et al.,

2018 also demonstrated mavacamten-mediated graded stabilization of SRX populations in bovine

cardiac S1 and HMM. In harmony with these observations, by looking at a dose-response of mava-

camten, Gollapudi et al., 2020a observed that its potency to populate the SRX state of myosin is

the highest in reconstituted myosin thick filaments and least in S1. In the same study, they show that

the efficacy of mavacamten is similar in WT and mutant R403Q ventricular b-cardiac and WT atrial a-

cardiac myosin (Gollapudi et al., 2020a). They extended their study by showing that the effect of

mavacamten to populate the myosin SRX state was diminished in the presence of ADP, consistent
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with the activation mechanism detailed above for the ADP-bound myosin heads (see section ‘Muscle

energetics and the role of ADP in governing the myosin SRX state’). An alternate explanation could

be that the binding of mavacamten to myosin may itself be compromised in the presence of ADP in

the nucleotide pocket.

Toepfer et al., 2019 demonstrated that truncating mutations in MyBPC depopulated the

SRX state in mouse cardiac samples (see section ‘HCM-causing mutations in MyBPC also dysregulate

the myosin SRX state’), and this depopulation was reverted when the fibers were treated with mava-

camten. Thus, Anderson et al., 2018 first demonstrated mavacamten-mediated re-population of the

SRX state in fibers harboring myosin mutations, and Toepfer et al., 2019 extended these observa-

tions in fibers harboring mutations in cMyBPC. Reconfirming the hypothesis, Toepfer et al., 2020

recently demonstrated the depopulation of the SRX state by HCM mutations in myosin (see section

‘HCM-causing and other mutations in myosin dysregulate the myosin SRX state’) can be re-popu-

lated by treating the samples with mavacamten. They demonstrated this mavacamten-mediated re-

population of the SRX state in both mouse left-ventricular tissue samples and human iPSC-derived

cardiomyocytes, harboring the same myosin mutations. Very recent work by Nelson et al., 2020

demonstrated the SRX state in slow skeletal myofibrils. The authors demonstrate that slow skeletal

myosin in the C-zone is predominantly in the SRX state as compared to the non-MyBPC containing

D- and P-zones. They treated the myofibrils with mavacamten and observed a doubling of myosin in

the SRX state in the D- and P-zones. In contrast, the SRX population of C-zone myosin remained rel-

atively the same. Thus, myosin motors across the entire thick filament can enter the SRX state

whether or not MyBPC is present. However, in the absence of mavacamten, most of the SRX state is

concentrated only within the C-zone of the thick filament, hinting at a pivotal role of MyBPC in hold-

ing myosin in the energy-conserving SRX state. These emerging findings suggest that the primary

mechanism of action of mavacamten is to promote the SRX state in myosin molecules, which is oth-

erwise destabilized in HCM by mutations in myosin and MyBPC.

Blebbistatin
Another tool compound, blebbistatin, is a widely used ATPase inhibitor of myosin-II. Blebbistatin

binds inside the 50 kDa cleft of myosin and prevents the cleft from closing (Allingham et al., 2005).

This results in a weak actin-binding state of myosin and inhibition of rapid hydrolysis and release of

nucleotides from myosin. Wilson et al., 2014 demonstrated that blebbistatin caused inhibition of

nucleotide turnover in both fast and slow skeletal muscle fibers. They observed a large component

of the signal (~40%) decayed at a prolonged rate with a time constant of ~3600 s. They did not

observe a change in the population of molecules in the SRX state, but they observed a net decrease

in the ATPase rate of the SRX population. A recent study by Gollapudi et al. demonstrated no

impact of blebbistatin or its derivatives like para-nitro or para-amino blebbistatin on the SRX popula-

tion of bovine cardiac reconstitutedthick filaments (Gollapudi et al., 2020b; Gollapudi et al.,

2020c). Analogous to Wilson et al., 2014, they observed no change in the SRX population but a sig-

nificant reduction in the lifetimes of the SRX state. This hints that blebbistatin is likely unable to per-

turb the DRX$SRX state equilibrium, but it chiefly works by further slowing down the ATPase rate

of the existing SRX-state molecules. Blebbistatin is known to induce a closed-switch II state of myo-

sin (Kovács et al., 2004; Zhao et al., 2008) and induce the helical ordering of thick filaments

(Zhao et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2009). However, the studies by Wilson et al., 2014 and

Gollapudi et al., 2020b; Gollapudi et al., 2020c potentially decouple the helical ordering or fold-

ing-back of myosin and the SRX state signature. Similar results were also seen in three different stud-

ies (Anderson et al., 2018; Gollapudi et al., 2020a; Rohde et al., 2018), wherein they observed

residual SRX state-like rates in shorter myosin constructs, which were unable to fold-back. These

studies demonstrate that SRX state-like rates can also emanate from a conformational ensemble of

myosin structures, which may or may not be folded back (Figure 1). Consistent with this idea, in one

study by Ma et al., 2018a, blebbistatin has been proposed to stabilize at least two different relaxed

states of the myosin, both of which contribute to the ordering of the thick filament.

Piperine
Piperine is the primary alkaloid component of black pepper, isolated from an Indian medicinal plant,

Piper nigrum. Previous studies have shown that piperine can also mitigate obesity and type 2
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diabetes in rodent models (Nogara et al., 2016b; BrahmaNaidu et al., 2014; Choi et al., 2013;

Kim et al., 2011). Piperine appears to mitigate fat gain during caloric overload and lowers levels of

blood glucose and insulin. Nogara et al., 2016b demonstrated that piperine depopulated the SRX

state in fast-twitch skeletal fibers, but not in slow-twitch skeletal or cardiac fibers. It increased the

ATPase activity of relaxed skinned fibers by ~66%. Piperine was identified as an SRX-

state depopulating agent from a high throughput screen by following the changes in the intensity of

a fluorescent probe attached to the regulatory light chain of myosin. Data from this work supports a

model that piperine promotes thermogenesis in resting muscle by perturbing the

DRX$SRX state equilibrium. In follow-up work, Tolkatchev et al., 2018 discovered that

piperine binds the heavy meromyosin (HMM) fragment of myosin, but not the S1-fragment, which

lacks the RLC. In this study, they also made a recombinant myosin construct, which could form a sta-

ble coiled-coil and bind RLC, thus mimicking the neck region of myosin. This heterotetrameric com-

plex was able to bind piperine, which induced a decrease in the net compactness of the complex as

measured by small-angle X-ray scattering. This suggests that piperine’s ability to destabilize the

folded-back state of myosin may arise from binding to this portion of the myosin neck region. The

authors estimate that shifting heads out of the SRX state into the DRX state would increase the

whole-body metabolic rate in humans by 500 kcal/day. This may provide effective therapy for obe-

sity and type 2 diabetes, which together cost ~$500 billion in the USA. However, piperine may not

have the specificity needed for use in humans but might be a promising lead compound for discov-

ering similar novel molecules that disrupt the myosin SRX state, thus activating the myosin molecule.

Recently Wilson et al., 2021 showed that administration of piperine depopulated the myosin SRX

state in human skeletal myosin obtained from biopsies of lean and obsese subjects, without affecting

the human cardiac cells. These studies demonstrate that modulating myosin with small molecules to

target the DRX$SRX state equilibrium may be a novel avenue to treat muscle or metabolic

disorders.

Other biochemical tools to modulate the myosin SRX state

Electrostatically modulating the myosin SRX state
Biochemists love to develop tools to dissect biological processes and gain an in-depth understand-

ing of a process. Anderson et al., 2018 studied the ionic strength dependence on the SRX state of

long-tailed 25-hep HMM myosin, and they observed that the fraction of myosin heads in the

SRX state increased systematically as the ionic strength decreased. This observation was not seen in

either the short-tailed 2-hep HMM or the sS1 (S1 without the RLC) version of the myosin. A similar

observation was also made in a bovine cardiac HMM and S1 study (Rohde et al., 2018). In a sepa-

rate study, a similar decrease in the SRX population with the increased ionic strength of the buffer

was also observed in porcine myofibrils, reconstituted myosin thick filaments, and HMM, but not in

S1 (Gollapudi et al., 2020a). These studies suggest that an HMM-like molecule containing two S1

heads and the proximal part of the coiled-coil tail, that can form an IHM state, exibit SRX state-like

properties that are sensitive to ionic strength. This is consistent with many charge–charge interac-

tions stabilizing the IHM state, more so in full-length myosins than in HMM, demonstrating that the

tail region of myosin is necessary to populate its SRX conformation fully. This is consistent with what

we described in the ‘Myosin-subfragment 2: the tail tells a tale about the myosin SRX state’ section.

Actin–myosin interaction dysregulates the myosin SRX population
Under the fair assumption that a folded compact IHM-like state gives rise to the functional SRX state

of myosin, geometrical constraints in an intact sarcomere would likely not allow these folded myosin

heads to interact with actin. Rohde et al., 2018, in a reconstituted biochemical experiment, showed

that myosins in the SRX configuration could bind to actin, and actin-binding changes the structure to

lose its SRX state. For example, for the bovine cardiac HMM, the amplitude of the SRX population

decreased, and the ATP turnover rates of these myosins in the SRX state increased in the presence

of actin, suggesting an overall shift of the myosins toward a DRX-like state. Moreover, mavacamten,

which otherwise populated ~90% of the HMM in the SRX state (as described in the ‘Mavacamten’

section), could only do so to ~50% in the presence of actin. These data potentially suggest that in an

in vitro system, when mavacamten-bound myosin is added to a reaction containing a high amount of
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actin, myosin heads can potentially interact with actin and depopulate the SRX population. An alter-

nate explanation of these observations could be that the actin association of myosin can itself lead

to an unbinding of mavacamten from the myosin pocket. As argued above, given the physical con-

straints of actin and myosin in an actual sarcomere, it remains an open question if, in vivo, folded-

back myosin heads can interact with actin.

Authors’ perspective

The energy-sparing myosin SRX state may not always arise from the
folded-back IHM state
Evidence collected over the last many years has suggested that class-II myosins, both muscle and

non-muscle types, can self-sequester into a folded-back state as a mechanism to regulate its function

(reviewed in Trivedi et al., 2018 and Alamo et al., 2018). Many low-resolution electron microscopy

structures of skeletal-, cardiac-, smooth-, and non-muscle myosins have shown that in this folded-

back state, one of the myosin heads of a single myosin dimer, known as the ‘blocked head,’ has its

actin-binding domain sequestered into the folded molecule, while the other head is ‘free’ (reviewed

in Trivedi et al., 2018 and Alamo et al., 2018). Additionally, from these structures, it has been

hypothesized that the ‘blocked head’ interacts with the converter domain of the ‘free head’ and the

myosin subfragment 2 to give rise to what is known as the IHM state (reviewed in Trivedi et al.,

2018 and Alamo et al., 2018). Very recently, using cryo-electron microscopy, two subsequent semi-

nal works have determined the folded-back IHM structure of smooth muscle myosin at ~4–8 Å reso-

lution (Scarff et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2020). As these fascinating structural discoveries were being

made, parallel biochemical investigations discovered that myosin heads in relaxed thick filaments

can exist in a SRX state, where it minimizes the use of ATP, thereby providing an energy-saving

mechanism (Figure 1). In conjunction with the structural results, these biochemical discoveries led to

a proposition, within the central protein structure–function dogma, that the structurally closed IHM

state of myosin may give rise to the SRX state and that basically, the SRX state and the IHM state

are synonymous. However, this notion has been questioned recently. As discussed earlier, it has

been shown in multiple studies that the smaller sub-fragments of cardiac myosins, such as S1 and 2-

hep HMM, that are incompetent to achieve the folded-back IHM structure, still exhibit SRX state

properties (Anderson et al., 2018; Gollapudi et al., 2020a; Rohde et al., 2018). Moreover,

although with less potency than in full-length myosins, mavacamten has been shown to populate the

SRX state in these myosin subfragments . With this knowledge combined with homology models of

the IHM state, it has been argued that the SRX state of myosin is a functional outcome of a different

conformation of the myosin lever arm (Anderson et al., 2018; Spudich, 2019). More precisely, it has

been reasoned that a conformation in which the lever arm is tilted more in the pre-stroke direction

could give rise to a low-energy consuming state that may resemble the SRX state (Anderson et al.,

2018; Spudich, 2019). Together, these pieces of evidence help us postulate that the formation of a

proper IHM-like state may not necessarily be required to give rise to the myosin SRX state. In con-

trast, a classic IHM state, where the myosin lever arm is suggested to be more tilted in the pre-

stroke direction, will always give rise to the SRX state. In such a scenario, the additional myosin sub-

domain interactions in the IHM state further stabilize the SRX state-like properties. These two possi-

ble scenarios that can give SRX state-like behavior have been depicted as schematic structures in

Figure 1a.

Similarly, as discussed, the OM-bound crystal structure of cardiac myosin (Planelles-

Herrero et al., 2017) also suggests that the myosin lever arm may adopt a more primed position

(more tilted in the pre-stroke direction) than the cardiac apo structure. This would predict that OM

would promote more myosins in the SRX state, as discussed above. Indeed, OM reduces the basal

ATPase of cardiac myosin S1 to the SRX state levels of ATPase activity (Malik et al., 2011). However,

two different structural studies, one using fluorescence polarization spectroscopy by

Kampourakis et al., 2018 and the other using X-ray fiber diffraction studies of intact rat cardiac

fibers by Caremani et al., 2020, have suggested that OM decreases the thick-filament order and

helical symmetry and stabilizes the structural ‘on’ state in which myosin heads are more perpendicu-

lar to the axis of the thick filament. These results suggest that OM may negatively impact IHM state

formation and further challenge the dogma that the formation of the SRX state depends on forming
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an ordered IHM-like ‘off’ state. Likewise, it is known from multiple structural studies that blebbistatin

promotes an IHM-like compact folded-back structure and helical ordering in both isolated purified

myosins and skeletal muscle fibers (Zhao et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2009). However, as discussed, bleb-

bistatin or its derivatives like para-nitro or para-amino blebbistatin have no impact on the SRX popu-

lation of myosin (Gollapudi et al., 2020b), suggesting that there is possibly an uncoupling between

the folded back IHM and SRX states. Supportive of this notion, recent small-angle X-ray scattering

data suggests that blebbistatin locks myosin into a single conformation between the classic open

and the folded IHM states (Gollapudi et al., 2020c).

Altogether, this body of growing evidence directs our thoughts toward an understanding that the

SRX state of myosin is probably related to the lever-arm conformation, which gives rise to the super-

low usage of ATP by myosin. However, not all perturbations that inhibit myosin’s ATPase activity (e.

g., unfolding of myosin itself) fall under the definition of the SRX state. On the other hand, the IHM

state is a well-defined state where the myosin heads asymmetrically interact with each other and

with the S2-subfragment of myosin. Any folded-back IHM-like (e.g., mavacamten-induced) or open

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the possible different functional states of myosin. (a) Different states of myosins are arranged in the order of their

energy utilization- actin-bound myosin in green, DRX myosin in orange, and SRX myosin in red. (b) Graphical representation of how different

physiological, pathophysiological, and non-physiological perturbations, as listed, alter the myosin population in these three different states. The small

blue arrows next to the different perturbations denote an increase of those parameters. The battery symbol in each box qualitatively resembles the

energy saved by the system in each scenario.
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non-IHM-like (e.g., OM-, mavacamten-treated myosin S1) state that has the myosin lever-arm orien-

tation more primed than the pre-stroke condition would lead to the SRX state. While all these seem

to be interesting predictions, what is needed to answer these questions would be an atomic-level

structure of the folded-back IHM state. To date, there are no high-resolution structures of two-

headed myosin HMM in mavacamten, blebbistatin, or OM-bound states. Determining these struc-

tures and the lever-arm conformation would resolve the issues discussed above. While it may not be

trivial to obtain a high-resolution structure of the IHM state, either by X-ray crystallography or high-

resolution cryo-electron microscopy, this must be a high priority goal going forward. Very recently,

using cryo-electron microscopy, the folded back IHM structure of smooth muscle myosin at ~4–8 Å

resolution was independently determined in two studies, demonstrating that the ‘blocked head’

appears to have its lever arm primed more in the pre-stroke conformation as compared to the ‘free

head’. It would be interesting to see whether these structural features are retained in the IHM state

of the striated muscle myosins. Meanwhile, one can obtain more information related to our predic-

tions by taking advantage of simultaneous single-turn over kinetics measurements and FRET (Förster

resonance energy transfer) distance measurements to measure the SRX state and lever-arm confor-

mations in real time, under the same conditions with purified myosin

systems. Recently Pandzic et al., 2020 discussed the use of TIRF (Total Internal Reflection Fluores-

cence) microscopy as a possibility for measuring popualtion of myosins in the SRX state in human

cardiomyocytes. In the absence of high-resolution structures, these biochemical/biophysical meas-

urements would help explore any relationship between the myosin SRX state and the lever-arm con-

formation. These FRET and TIRF studies could also be extended to more complicated fiber systems

by exchanging fluorescent myosins and concurrently measuring the myosin SRX population by

already established protocols. Similarly, fiber X-ray diffraction work (Brunello et al., 2020;

Caremani et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2018b) in both intact and skinned muscle fibers, which has shed

light on the regulatory ‘on’ and ‘off’ states of myosin, if coupled with simultaneous SRX

state measurements would be yet another advanced tool to answer ‘how tightly is the myosin SRX

state coupled with the structural ‘off’ IHM-like state’?

Conclusion
A decade of research on the SRX state of myosin has led to some compelling developments in mus-

cle research. It is becoming increasingly clear that the SRX state of myosin plays a pivotal role in the

contractility and energetics of the muscle. As we outline in this review, several physiological, patho-

physiological, and biochemical factors can modulate the DRX$SRX state equilibrium (Figure 2),

thus fine-tuning the properties of the muscle. As more data is accumulated on this state, it is also

becoming clear that the DRX$SRX state equilibrium is an important target for therapeutic interven-

tions to modulate muscle contractility and metabolism. Other than striated muscle myosins, it is

unclear if non-striated muscle and non-muscle myosins exist in a similar DRX$SRX state equilibrium,

although many of these myosins have been shown to exist in an IHM-like state (Alamo et al., 2018;

Lee et al., 2018). If so, one can also imagine tweaking the DRX$SRX state equilibrium for treating

other human myosin-related diseases. However, much needs to be learned about the structural state

of myosin that leads to the SRX and DRX state biochemical signatures. Structural characterization of

the SRX state is undoubtedly an exciting open area of investigation. Finally, it is only after more than

a century of muscle research, and through the recent discovery of the SRX state of myosin, we are

unraveling the mystery of muscle regulation in healthy and diseased conditions.
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